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Dear customer,

thank you for deciding to purchase our product. The product fulfils the requirements of effective European and 
national guidelines.
To maintain the condition of the product and to ensure safe operation, you - as the user - must observe the 
product notes and the operation manual! They contain important information for the start-up and handling. It is 
important, therefore, that these documents are archived carefully for referring to information at a later stage.

1. Safety Instructions

We are not responsible for any property damage or personal injury caused by failure to observe these product 

notes and manual, improper handling or unauthorised modifications.

Make sure that the item has not been damaged during transport before putting the light into operation. It may 
not be operated if there are any damages to electrical parts. 

The luminaire may only be operated completely with its protective cover.

It may only be operated once removed from the packaging.

The type plate must not be removed.

Make sure the electrical specifications for the connection lines correspond with the specifications given on the 
nameplate of this product.

Make sure that the cables and plugs are not subject to tension or torsional forces and do not bend the cables. 
Protect all cables and insulation against possible damages.

Do not allow the product to come into contact with extreme heat or naked flames.

Use the supplied fastening material only when it is suited for the installation background. 

The product must not be covered with objects (decorations) or thermally insulating coverings /similar 
materials.

Before disposal of the packaging material make sure that all components are removed.

Remove the batteries for longer periods out of use. Batteries may leak. (risk of chemical burns)

Keep packaging material away from the reach of children and pets. The packaging contains small parts that 
may be swallowed by children.
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2. Proper Use

This product is only intended for lighting purposes and may only be operated on normal or non-flammable 
surfaces.

Intended for installation outside the hand area when operated with incandescent bulbs.

The luminaire is designed for outdoor use.

The light switches on automatically at dusk and off again at dawn. The period of light/light intensity heavily 
depends on the duration and intensity of the sun's rays during the day. The battery is not charged sufficiently 
in case of longer periods without sunlight so that constant availability for operation cannot be guaranteed. 
However, this does not mean that the solar light is defective. Wait until the sun shines and the light will work 
again.

Make sure that the surface is suitable for permanently and reliably taking the weight of the light.

3. Care

Repairs may only be carried out by a qualified electrician.

Disconnect the entire product from the mains first and allow it to cool down before cleaning or maintaining.

Use a dry or slightly moistened cloth for cleaning.

Never use any chemicals, flammable cleaning agents or abrasives. These may cause damage to the surface 
coating and/or the insulators.

4. Faulty Function

Light switched on at the switch?

Transformer mounted and connected properly?

If available; remote control intact? Check the batteries.

Check the connected lines.

Lamp defective?

5. Changing Lamps

The light source of this lamp is not replaceable. When the light source has reached its end of life, replace the 
entire luminaire.

6. Storage and Disposal

Used electronic devices must be brought back to public collection points and must not be disposed of as 
household waste.

Storage in a dry and clean environment. Do not strain the product mechanically during storage.

Batteries containing pollutants are marked with the symbol showing a crossed out bin and one of the chemical 
symbols Cd (=battery contains cadmium), Hg (=battery contains mercury) or Pb (=battery contains lead).

Precautions must be taken against short-circuiting if the batteries are not fully discharged. Only discharged 
batteries may be put in the old battery containers you find in shops and at public disposal companies. Short-
circuiting can be prevented by isolating the poles with sticky tape.
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Montageanleitung / 
Mountinginstruction

Wandaufbauleuchte, Solar Premium I / Surface mounted wall lamp Solar Premium I
3,7V DC, 1,60 W
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●A/B indicators all off = stand-by mode, no power consumed
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●Click button for

functional option

● Indicator A turn on, 15% light output after sunset,
100% light output when motion detected.Remain 15%
after hold-on if no new motion detected.

●Turning button for hold-on 

time, 8s-8min adjustable

●
Indicator B turn on, lamp keep off after sunset,100% 

when motion detected, remain off after hold-on.

Notice:  Pls clean the solar panel every two weeks to keep good condition.

Vor Gebrauch aufladen! / Charge before use!
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Montageanleitung / 
Mountinginstruction
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Einleitung

Der Bewegungssensor hat eine 
Einrichtung, die kontinuierlich eine 
vorher eingestellte Zone überwacht 
und sofort die Lampe einschaltet, 
wenn in dieser Zone eine Bewegung 
festgestellt wurde. 

Intruduction

The motion sensor has a device which 
continuously scans a preset operating 
zone and immediately switches the 
lamp on when it detects movement in 
that area.
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Einstellung / Controll

1. Wahlschalter Betriebsmodus /
Selector switch operating mode

Einstellung des Betriebsmodus A oder B. Keine 
Auswahl entspricht dem Bereitschaftsmodus.
Setting the operating mode A or B. No selection 
corresponds to the standby mode.

2. Betriebsmodus A / Operation Mode A
Nach Einbruch der Dunkelheit leuchtet 
die Leuchte kontinuierlich mit 15% der 
Gesamtleistung. Sobald der Sensor eine 
Bewegung registriert leuchtet die Leuchte mit 
voller Leistung.    
After darkness the light is continuously lighting 
with 15% of the total power. As soon as the sensor 
registers a movement, the lamp lights up at full power. 

3. Betriebsmodus B / Operation Mode B
Nach Einbruch der Dunkelheit leuchtet die 
Leuchte nur, wenn der Sensor eine Bewegung 
registriert.  
After darkness the light will only operate when the 
sensor registers a movement.

4. Zeiteinstellung / Time Setting
Einstellung der Leuchtzeit von 8s - 8 min, bei 
registrierter Bewegung des Sensors. 
Setting of the lighting time from 8s - 8 min, with 
registered movement of the sonsor.




